Event Information

The festival will take place at the Kommunale Kinz, Freiburg. Detailed information on the program and ticket reservations at freiburger-filmforum.de

A selection of the on-site festival program, including Q&As will be live streamed from the cinema. These streams will be accessible only at the time of the on-site screening. Please be aware of the geo-restrictions. Online guests can follow the Q&As in the stream or participate via Zoom. Check out our streaming platform for a live stream timetable and further information: koki-freiburg.cinemalovers.de

V Enues
Cinema: Kommunale Kinz Freiburg
Ulrichstraße 40, 79102 Freiburg

Exhibition: Centre Culturel Français
Münsterplatz 11, 79098 Freiburg

Cinema: Kommunales Kino Freiburg

TECH NICAL SUPPORT
Tel.: +49 (0)761-459800-11
Tel.: +49 (0)761-459800-12
Opening hours: festival office: 9:30am – 6:30pm
Münsterplatz 11, 79098 Freiburg
Exhibition: Centre Culturel Français
79102 Freiburg
Cinema: Kommunales Kino Freiburg

Event Information
The festival will take place at the Kommunale Kinz, Freiburg. Detailed information on the program and ticket reservations at freiburger-filmforum.de

A selection of the on-site festival program, including Q&As will be live streamed from the cinema. These streams will be accessible only at the time of the on-site screening. Please be aware of the geo-restrictions. Online guests can follow the Q&As in the stream or participate via Zoom. Check out our streaming platform for a live stream timetable and further information: koki-freiburg.cinemalovers.de

Tickets

Single Ticket Film
€ 4 / € 3**

Single Ticket Workshop
€ 6

Full Festival Pass
€ 59 / € 49**
* includes all live streams

5 Days Festival Pass
€ 85 / € 55**
* includes all live streams

Single Tickets Live Stream
€ 6

Online Festival Pass
€ 15 / € 7 access to all live streams
* full ticket fee for an event is sold out online, please visit our box office at the cinema, otherwise no one is selling tickets on site anymore.
** reduced prices apply for students and persons of low-income (ALG II recipients, persons of low-income (ALG II recipients, Freiburg-Pass)

Contact & Support

Ticket office: festival office: 9:30am – 3:00pm
Tel.: +49 (0)761-459800-11
Technical support: +49 (0)761-459800-12

info@freiburger-filmforum.de

Weil’s uns alle geht.

Weil’s uns alle geht. sparkasse-freiburg.de

Festival of Transcultural Cinema
Freiburger Filmforum – celebrates its 20th edition!

More than 50 films in 10 days

Freiburger Filmforum – Festival of Transcultural Cinema celebrates its 20th edition!

This year the Freiburger Filmforum dares to look ahead and question the familiar in diverse ways. Images of the present will serve as an introduction to the future, as a vivid living space in which one can move in a creative way today. This year’s program showcases artistic works that explore this engagement with potential futures, often conveying a palpable sense of resistance to dystopian realities.

FILMING FUTURES, curated by Emergent Futures Collective, explores ways in which film might provide us with opportunities to intervene, provoke and/or collaborate around imagining and performing new futures. Saul Williams and Anisia Uzeyman’s fantastic musical feature Neptune Frost sets the tone for the series HACKING TIME MINES and includes an afrofuturist visionary San Francisco sci-fi classic Spawn in the Place. Exploring the main section’s contribution, THE FUTURE IN TODAY, highlights of international festivals exploring present-day future scenarios which already unfold in the here-and-now.

Two documentary series travel from Siberia to the Amazon featuring strong social concerns: FAMILY CARES IN FOCUS is a film section that portrays families in times of radical uncertainty and crisis through an intimate lens. VENES OF LIRE: Routes, paths, and trails are the main protagonists of this collection. Films of setting out, wandering, wondering, stagnation, and arrival.

Unusual perspectives and personal approaches characterize the line-up of the STUDENTS’ PLATFORM. Pulsating from over 350 submissions, this section showcases a diverse selection of 16 international debut and student films of all lengths, shot in 14 countries. The program is accompanied by a rich WORKSHOP SERIES on current themes in documentary filmmaking and visual anthropology.

Or as the Freiburger Filmforum itself claims in its 20th edition mission statement: For people. For the future. For a better tomorrow. For the community.

This year’s Freiburer Filmforum celebrates its 20th edition and a panel talk. Join us for 10 days of international film screenings, exciting exchanges, and inspiring film discussions. Parts of the festival program will be LIVE STREAMED from the cinema with the option to participate in the film talks via Zoom.

See you soon in the cinema.
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